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Abstract: A new particle filter algorithm based on new Clone particle swarm optimizationNCPSO-PF is presented in this paper in order
to solve the problem of low precision and complicated calculation of particle filter based on particle swarm optimization algorithm(PSO-
PF). The algorithm enables the particles to fit the environment better and then reach the goal of global optimization through orthogonal
initialization, clonal selection and local searching of self-learning. Finally different models are used for simulation experiment and the
results indicate that this new algorithm improves the operation speed and precision of practical engineering application.
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1. Introduction

Particle filtering is a sequential Monte Carlo methodology
where the basic idea is the recursive computation of rele-
vant probability distributions using the concepts of impor-
tance sampling and approximation of probability distribu-
tions with discrete random measures[1]. It is widely ap-
plied to positioning and navigation of non-Gaussian noise
and non-linear system, fault diagnosis[2], target tracking
and mode identification field [3] as its state function and
observation function has no non-linear hypothesis. Nev-
ertheless, PF may confront with the problem of weight
degradation [4] which if solved by resampling method may
result unavoidable particle impoverishment[5-6]. As a re-
sult, the filtering precision is influenced.

PF based on Intelligent Optimization Algorithms con-
duces to significant improvement of particle degradation in
PF and great enhancement of precision [7]. Particle swarm
optimization-based PF (PSO-PF) is a typical representa-
tive of Intelligent Optimization Algorithm which introduces
PSO algorithm into PF. Through introduction of the lat-
est measurement value to the sample distribution, along
with the utilization of PF algorithm for sampling process
optimization and constantly update of particle speed, the
sample distribution is inclined to move to the area with
higher posterior probability [8]. PSO-PF improves the par-

ticle degradation of PF and is easier for actualization. Un-
fortunately PSO-PF is a process of iterative optimization
which will prolong the calculation time because of the high
iterative frequency[9]. Moreover, PSO-PF may be easily
trapped into local optimization, influencing the precision
and stability of practical engineering application [10].

A new particle filter algorithm based on new Clone
particle swarm optimizationNCPSO-PFis suggested in this
paperThis algorithm utilizes orthogonal strategy and clone
particle swarm algorithm for optimization, according en-
hancing the quality and diversity of particles. The exper-
imental results prove that NCPSO-PF improves the effi-
ciency of particle filter.

2. PSO-PF algorithm

2.1. Basic PSO algorithm

PSO is an intelligence optimization algorithm imitating
birds’ clustering movement. It is widely applied to target
tracking, positioning and navigation, mode identification
etc. by virtue of its advantages of simple concept, ease in
actualization, fewer parameters, and effectiveness in solv-
ing complicated optimization and so on. PSO algorithm
can be expressed as follows[11]: to randomly initialize a
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particle swarm whose number is m and dimension is n, in
which the ith particle’s position isXi = (xi1,xi2, · · ·xin) and
its speed isVi = (vi1,vi2, · · ·vin). During each iteration, the
particles can renew their own speed and position through
partial extremum and global extremum so as to reach op-
timization. The update formula is:

Vi = w×Vi +c1×Rand()× (Pi −Xi)

+c2×Rand()× (G−Xi) (1)

Xi+1 = Xi +Vi (2)

whereRandis a random number within interval (0,1),wis
the inertia coefficient(A larger inertia coefficient means
stronger global search ability, while a smaller one stands
for stronger local search ability),c1 and c2 are learning
factors.

2.2. Description of standard PSO-PF algorithm

The importance sampling process of conventional PF is
suboptimal, whereas the incorporation of PSO algorithm
will optimize the sampling process of PF, allow the weight
of particle sets are more inclined to high likelihood region,
accordingly solving the problem of particle impoverish-
ment, and conducing to reduction of particle numbers re-
quired by PF. PSO method is fused with PF and the key
lies in utilizing the optimal state valuePpbestexperienced
by the particles and the state valuePgbestof the maxi-
mum particle with the greatest objective function value,
and updating the speed and position of each particle on a
real-time base through equation (5) and (6), accordingly
forcing the particles to be closer to the real state.

V i
k = |Randn|× (Ppbest−Xi

k−1)

+ |randn|× (Pgbest−Xi
k−1) (3)

Xi
k = Xi

k−1 +V i
k−1 (4)

Where|Randn| and|randn| are positive Gaussian distribu-
tion random numbers[12].

3. principle of NCPSO-PF

Based on the enlightenments brought by biological im-
mune system and clone mechanism, an orthogonal immune
clone partial swarm algorithm is presented here for func-
tion solution optimization. First of all, letA(k) = {a1(k),
a2(k), ···,asize(k)} denotes thekthe generation particle pop-
ulation,Ssizedenotes the scale of particle swarm. Each par-
ticle may actualize particle swarm update through clone
selection and self-learning. Corresponding operators are
given as follows:

(1) Immune clone operator For any antibodyai = (ai,1,
ai,2, · · · ,ai,n) in particle swarmA(k) of kth generation,i =

1,2, · · ·,Ssize performs clone operation with scaleqi , be-
coming cloneqi of antibodyai . Theqi clone of antibody
ai is defined asai = Ii×ai , whereinai is the antibody group
of ai after cloning, andIi is theqi-dimensional vector with
element 1.

qi(k) = Int


nc× f (ai)

Ssize

∑
j=1

f (a j)
ϒ


 , i = 1,2, · · ·,Ssize (5)

wherenc denotes population clone scale,nc > Ssize, Int()
means rounding up.f (ai) is the affinity of antibodyai ,
whileϒ reflects the affinity of antibodyaiwith other parti-
cles and is defined as:

ϒ = min{Di j }= min{exp(
∥∥ai −a j

∥∥)}, (6)

i 6= j; i, j = 1,2, · · ·,Ssize

in which ‖x‖ denotes any of the norms, and in this paper
Euclidean distance is employed.D is a symmetric matrix
reflecting the diversity of population.

(2) Immune gene operation. Immune gene operation
mainly consists of genetic recombination and genetic mu-
tation. In order to facilitate the communication of useful
information among individuals and to enhance the unifor-
mity of progeny individuals, orthogonal recombination al-
gorithm is employed here to recombine the cloned individ-
uals by probability.

(1) Genetic recombination. Given the genetic recombi-
nation operatorPc, andC(k) = {c1(k),c2(k), · · ·,cSSIZE(k)}
as the population after recombination.

Taking two parental particlesb1 = (b1,1,b1,2, · · ·,b1,n)
andb2 =(b2,1,b2,2, ···,b2,n) into consideration, a sub-space
[l ,u] is determined in accordance with the following equa-
tion:
{

l = [min(b1,1,b2,1),min(b1,2,b2,2), · · ·,min(b1,n,b2,n)]
u = [max(b1,1,b2,1),max(b1,2,b2,2), · · ·,max(b1,n,b2,n)]

(7)
First of all each of the region in Space[l ,u] is quantified
into Q levels, and the difference between two neighbor-
ing levels are always the same.βi = (βi,1,βi,2, · · ·,βi,Q) is
defined as follows:





min(l i ,ui), j = 1

min(l i ,ui)+( j−1)× ( |l i−ui |
Q−1 ), 2 6 j 6 Q−1

max(l i ,ui), j = Q

(8)

F −1 integer will be generated,k1,k2, · · ·,kF−1, and1 <
k1 < k2 < · · ·< kF−1 < n is met. Then for any particlesx=
(x1,x2, · · ·,xn), the followingF factors will be generated.

f1 = (x1, · · ·,xk1), f2 = (xk1+1, · · ·,xk2), · · ·,

fF = (xF−1+1, · · ·,xn) (9)
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Q levels of factorfi are




fi(1) = (βki−1+1,1,βki−1+2,1, · · ·,βki ,1)
fi(2) = (βki−1+1,2,βki−1+2,2, · · ·,βki ,2)· · ·
fi(Q) = (βki−1+1,Q,βki−1+2,Q, · · ·,βki ,Q)

(10)

The orthogonal matrixLM(QF) = [r i, j ]M2×F is used to
generate the followingM particles:





( f1(r1,1), f2(r1,2), · · ·, fF(r1,F),)
( f1(r2,1), f2(r2,2), · · ·, fF(r2,F),)
· · ·
( f1(rM,1), f2(rM,2), · · ·, fF(rM,F),)

(11)

Finally, an optimal particle is selected fromM particles as
the clone progeny subject. GivenQ= 3,F = 4,M = 9, and
orthogonal matrix is marked asL9(34).

(2) Genetic mutation. AEA mutation strategy is used,
lettingD(k) = {d1(k),d2(k), · · ·,dSSIZE(k)} the population
after mutation, that is,

di
j = ci

j −
f ix(ci

j ×10l (mod 10−md(10))
10l (12)

i = 1,2, · · ·,SSIZE; j = 1,2, · · ·,q

wheret is the random number of0∼15, f ix() is rounded
down,rnd(10) a random integer less than 10, whereas the
probability of mutation is usually very small.

(3) Clone selection operator. Different from the selec-
tion operation in evolutionary operation, clone selection
operator is to select the excellent individual from parti-
cle clone and to form new populations. Given∀i = 1,2, · ·
·,SSIZE, then:

d
′
i (k) = {di

j(k)|min f (di
j), j = 1,2, · · ·,q} (13)

For probabilitypk(d
′
i (k)∪ai(k)→ ai(k+1)),

pk(ai(k+1) = d
′
i (k)) =




1, f (ai(k)) > f (d
′
i (k))

exp(− f (ai(k))− f (d
′
i (k))

a ) f (ai(k)) 6 f (d
′
i (k))and

ai(k)is not the best antibody.
0 f (ai(k)) 6 f (d

′
i (k))and

ai(k)is the best antibody.
(14)

(4) Self-learning operator. During the clone operation of
particle swarm, it searches in a relatively large range, to
avoid the loss of optimal solution, self-learning local search-
ing of optimal individuals after clone selection is performed
in this paper. For the optimal individualâ(k)= (â1(k), â2(k), ··
·, ân(k)), first of all a self-learning populationL is gener-
ated with sizeLSIZE, thenL:

L =

{
â(k), i = 1
Newi , others

(15)

whereinNewi = (ei,1,ei,2, · · ·,ei,n) is generated according
to the following equation:

ei,k = âi,k ·U(1−sradius,1+stradius) (16)

k = 1,2, · · ·,n, in which sradius∈ [0,1] denotes search-
ing semi-diameter,U(1−sradius,1+sradius) denotes the
random number in interval[1−sradius,1+sradius]. Given
Mini = (m1,m2, · · ·,mn) the individual with optimal fit-
ness inL, e.g.Mini ∈ L, and for any individualLi ∈ L in
a small population, we havef (Li) > f (Mini), if Li meets
f (Li) 6 f (Mini), then it is a winner and will be preserved
in the self-learning population, or otherwise a loser that
should die. The eliminated individuals will be occupied
by new individualsNew

′
i = (e

′
i,1,e

′
i,2, · · ·,e

′
i,n,)generated by

Mini , whereinP0 is the probability given.

e
′
i,k =



mk +d× (mk−Li,k),k = 1,2, · · ·,n. i fU (0,1) < P0

(m1,m2, · · ·,mi1−1,mi2,mi2−1, · · ·, else
mi1+1,mi1,mi2+2, · · ·,mn)

(17)

whered is the random variable within range[0,1]. Finally,
Gaussian mutation of the individuals in self-learning pop-
ulation is carried out, and the learned individual is replaced
by optimal individual.

4. Process of NCPSO-PF

(1) TakeNparticles{xi
0:k, i = 1, ...,N}as samples from im-

portance function at the initial time. The importance den-
sity function is expressed in equation(18)

xi
k ∼ q(xi

k|xi
k−1,zk) = p(xi

k|xi
k−1) (18)

Giving the fitness function:

Y = exp[− 1
2Rk

(zNew−zPred)] (19)

WherezNew is the latest observed value,zPredis the predic-
tive observed value.

(2) calculate the importance value:

wi
k = wi

k−1p(zk|xi
k−1) = wi

k−1p(zk|xi
k) (20)

(3) Updating the speed of particle swarmA(k), then we
haveA

′
(k).

(4) ReplaceT% relatively undesirable individuals with
T% desirable ones inA

′
(k), andA(k)← A

′
(k).

(5) Perform clone operation against particle swarmA(k),
including clone recombination and clone mutation, then
Ā(k).

(6) Perform immune gene operation against particle
swarmĀ(k) , including clone recombination and clone mu-
tation, thenD.
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(7) Perform clone selection againstD, thenA∗(k).
(8) Force the self-learning operator to take effect on

the optimal individual ofA∗(k) and then to upgrade the
optimal individual.

(9) Assumingxe is the individual extreme value of the
current particle,pbi

t the optimal solution att time of parti-
cle i. gbestk is the global optimal solution att time .Com-
pare their fitnessupdatepbandpg:

pbi
k =

{
pbi

k,Yg) < Y(pbi
k)

xg,Yg) > Y(pbi
k)

(21)

pgk ∈ {x1
k,x

2
k,x

3
k, · · ·xN

k |Y(x)}
= max{Y(x1

k),Y(x2
k),Y(x3

k), · · ·Y(xN
k )} (22)

(10) When the optimal value of particle complies with the
initially-set threshold valueεor algorithm reached maxi-
mum iteration timesλ , it is indicated that the particles
have been already distributed around the true values. By
now particle optimization should be stopped. Else jump to
step(3).

(11) Calculate the importance weight of the particles
after optimization and perform normalization:

wi
k = wi

k−1
p(yk|xi

k)p(xi
k|xi

k−1)
q(xi

k|xi
k−1,yk)

(23)

wi
k = wi

k/
N

∑
i=1

wi
k (24)

(12) State output:

x̃ =
N

∑
i=1

wi
kx

i
k (25)

5. Simulation experiment

5.1. Univariate nonstationary growth model

Choosing a univariate nonstationary growth model (UNGM),
and the process model and measurement model of the sim-
ulated objects are given as follows:

x(t)= 0.5x(t−1)+
25x(t−1)

1+[x(t−1)]2
+8cos[1.2(t−1)]+w(t)

(26)

z(t) =
x(t)2

20
+v(t) (27)

In which, w(t) and v(t) are zero-mean Gaussian noise.
Since this system is highly non-linear and the likelihood
function presents bimodal, it will be difficult for traditional
filtering methods to deal with this system. By using PFPSO-
PFNCPSO-PF, state estimation and tracking of this non-
linear system are performed, and the formula of root-mean-
square error is

RMSE= [
1
T

T

∑
t=1

(xt − x̂t)2]1/2 (28)
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Figure 1 state estimation(Q = 10)
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Figure 2 state estimation(Q = 20)
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Figure 3 RMSE of different algorithm(Q = 10)

Giving the particle numberN = 100, and process noise
varianceQ= 10 or 20, measurement noise varianceR= 1,
initially-set threshold value isε and maximum iteration
times isλ , simulation is conducted. After single-step sim-
ulation by using PF, PSO-PF and NCPSO-PF, the simula-
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tion result is presented in figure 5.1. . . 5.4. After 500 times
of Monte-Carlo simulation, result is given in Table 1.
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Figure 4 RMSE of different algorithm(Q = 20)

Table 1 comparison of simulation parameters by UNGM model

Parameters Algorithm RMSE Time
PF 2.8652 0.3528

N=100,Q=10,R=1 PSO- PF 1.7063 0.5281
NCPSO-PF 1.4682 0.4298
PF 5.7628 0.3401

N=100,Q=20,R=1 PSO- PF 2.8860 0.5328
NCPSO-PF 2.5645 0.4582

From the experimental result, regardless in precision
or speed, NCPSO-PF has been improved by contrast with
PF and PSO-PF. This can be ascribed to the fact that the
orthogonal cross strategy can reinforce the uniformity of
progeny individuals, avoiding loss of optimal solution in
the individual neighborhood. At the same time the precoc-
ity of particles can be eliminated, and thereby the speed
and precision of the algorithm is enhanced. In the above
calculation, with respect to both precision and time, NCPSO-
PF has the most desirable performance.

5.2. simulation model of white noise
deconvolution filter

In practical engineering, the estimation of optimal output
of deconvolution white noise is a common-seen problem.
In this paper, PF, PSO-PF and NCPSO-PF are used to fore-
cast the white noise of a randomly-selected system that is
described as follows:

x(t +1) =
[

1 0
0.3 0.5

]
x(t)+

[−1
2

]
w(t) (29)

z(t) = [11]x(t)+v(t) (30)

in which w(t) = b(t)g(t) is Gaussian white noise.b(t) is
the white noises with values 1 and 2. The probability for
value acquisition is:

P(b(t)) =
{

λ ,b(t) = 1
1−λ ,b(t) = 0 (31)

λ is the probability ofw(t) with a non-zero value.g(t)
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Figure 7 NCPSO-PF estimate

is the Gaussian white noise independent ofb(t) with mean
value 0 and varianceσ2

g . In the simulation,σ2
v = 0.1, σ2

g =
0.1, and the simulation results are shown as following, in
which the vertical axis of the solid line end point, and the
vertical axis of round dot represents the estimated value.

Making a comparison between the simulation results
shown in the figure, the estimation of white noise by PF
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displays the lowest precision, and it fails to well predict
the value of most of the state points, while the precision
of two particle filters by PSO is improved significantly. As
for NCPSO-PF, since it successfully preserves the diver-
sity of population, it has the highest precision and can well
estimate the values of white noise.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a new particle filter algorithm based on
clone particle swarm which can enhance the convergence
speed and grantee the population diversity while enlarge
the local searching range, thereby improving the quality of
the particles. The experiment results indicate that the al-
gorithm in this paper conduces to enhancement of particle
filter precision and speed as well as good robust, thus it is
of great application value in practical engineering.
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